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ABSTRACT

Small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) are pervasive
regulators of physiological and pathological pro-
cesses. We previously developed the human miRNA
Tissue Atlas, detailing the expression of miRNAs
across organs in the human body. Here, we present
an updated resource containing sequencing data of
188 tissue samples comprising 21 organ types re-
trieved from six humans. Sampling the organs from
the same bodies minimizes intra-individual variabil-
ity and facilitates the making of a precise high-
resolution body map of the non-coding transcrip-
tome. The data allow shedding light on the organ- and
organ system-specificity of piwi-interacting RNAs
(piRNAs), transfer RNAs (tRNAs), microRNAs (miR-
NAs) and other non-coding RNAs. As use case of
our resource, we describe the identification of highly
specific ncRNAs in different organs. The update also
contains 58 samples from six tissues of the Tab-
ula Muris collection, allowing to check if the tis-
sue specificity is evolutionary conserved between
Homo sapiens and Mus musculus. The updated re-
source of 87 252 non-coding RNAs from nine non-
coding RNA classes for all organs and organ systems
is available online without any restrictions (https:
//www.ccb.uni-saarland.de/tissueatlas2).

INTRODUCTION

To advance the understanding of pathological mechanisms
on a molecular level, it is essential to first understand the

abundance and variability of transcripts (messenger RNAs,
mRNAs), proteins, metabolites and other molecules in gen-
eral. For RNA sequencing data, several popular reposito-
ries exist. For example, The Expression Atlas collects gene
expression patterns under different biological conditions in
65 organisms (1,2), and The Genotype Tissue Expression
(GTEx) project integrates data from 54 types of human or-
gans (3–6). Proteomic resources, such as The Human Pro-
tein Atlas, complement these transcriptomic databases (7–
9). Moreover, more specialized resources exist, such as those
representing dynamic protein patterns related to cell divi-
sion processes (10).

In contrast to messenger RNAs (mRNAs), a substan-
tial fraction of the genome is transcribed but not trans-
lated into proteins. Respective transcripts are commonly re-
ferred to as non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) (11) that were
originally considered to result from massive transcription
with limited biological meaning. The broad application of
high-throughput sequencing (also known as second gener-
ation sequencing or massive parallel sequencing) facilitated
more accurate profiling of ncRNAs (12). The Encyclopedia
of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project provided evidence
that 80% of the human genome might be transcribed as
ncRNAs (13). Such large-scale data sets facilitated the es-
tablishment of many public databases including Rfam (14),
NONCODE (15), miRBase (16), GtRNAdb (17) and cir-
cBase (18).

In addition, for sncRNAs, cell type specific patterns have
been studied with the first landmark publication published
by Landgraf in 2007 (19). Likewise, integrated expression
studies on miRNAs and their promoters have been gen-
erated specifically for humans (20). Motivated by the re-
sults of Landgraf et al. we implemented the Human miRNA
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Tissue Atlas in 2016 (21), which examined dozens of or-
gans and brain regions. More recently, we profiled small
non-coding RNAs in 11 mouse tissues (22). Since the pub-
lication of our resource in 2016, the Tissue Atlas has been
used in hundreds of research studies. Among the most com-
mon applications was checking the expression of one or few
miRNAs in the different tissues. In part, the tissue atlas was
used in review and research articles as reference for the tis-
sue specificity of miRNAs in general (23) or for miRNA ex-
pression in specific organs or organ systems, e.g. in the brain
(24) or the digestive system (25). In addition, the expression
of specific miRNAs such as miR-30 has been checked in the
heart (26). In the past 18 months, our web repository was
used in studies on COVID-19 patients (27). A more frequent
use case was to test whether circulating miRNA biomarkers
in human body fluids can be related to specific organs like
miR-9–3p, and miR-136–3p plasma levels used for diagnos-
ing mild traumatic brain injury (28). To get a better idea of
the application spectrum of our resource and for illustra-
tive reasons, we generated a word cloud from the abstracts
of recent studies citing the miRNA tissue atlas (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Of course, this illustrative representation is
dominated by the terms ‘miRNA’ and ‘microRNA’, ‘expres-
sion’ and ‘patients’. Further, ‘diseases’ and more specifi-
cally ‘cancer’ and ‘SARS-CoV-2’ or ‘COVID-19’ were iden-
tified. As specific miRNAs, the word cloud lists ‘miR-221’,
‘miR-222’, ‘miR-21’, ‘miR-200c’, ‘miR-204’ or ‘miR-146’.
As solid organ, the liver was among the most prominent
ones. While we do not draw scientific conclusion from this
illustrative analysis, it nicely demonstrates the very broad
application spectrum of our resource.

However, our original analysis was limited in two as-
pects: (i) technologically, by the use of a microarray plat-
form, thereby limiting detection to known miRNAs while
excluding isomiRs, novel miRNAs not known at that time
and other small non-coding RNA species, and (ii) biologi-
cally, by the use of only two donors. Our former study al-
lows only rather limited conclusions about the tissue speci-
ficity of miRNAs and especially of non-miRNA sncRNAs.
Moreover, since the original study was performed, it became
obvious that isoforms of non-coding RNAs, most domi-
nantly miRNAs, play a dominant role in biological pro-
cesses like mRNA degradation (29) and that a switch of ex-
pression from one miRNA arm to the other might have im-
plications for maladies like Alzheimer’s disease (30). How-
ever, as analyses on the specificity of such events were not
possible with our original data set, we now introduce an
improved sncRNA atlas using deep sequencing tailored for
small RNA profiling and present a comprehensive collec-
tion of nine classes of non-coding RNA profiles for 21 hu-
man tissues from nine organ systems. In brief, we sequenced
a total of 188 samples (mean read depth 46.1 M) from six
donors, totaling 8.7 Bn reads. The deep coverage allowed
us to consider nine different non-coding RNA classes. In
detail, we considered 87 252 annotated features (genomic
regions encoding sncRNAs according to the respective ref-
erence databases). By inclusion of variations of the anno-
tated sncRNAs, most importantly isomiRs, we analyzed al-
together 586 581 sncRNAs and variants thereof. To inves-
tigate whether the sncRNAs profiles are evolutionary con-
served between organisms, as suspected previously (31), we

additionally sequenced 58 mouse tissue samples from six or-
gan types from the Tabula Muris collection (32,33).

In the context of our update, it is important to mention
the high relevance for the research field which is demon-
strated by many other databases with similar or comple-
mentary scope. We here provide a selection of databases
that might be an alternative or additional source for users
of the miRNATissueAtlas2. ExcellmiRDB is a curated on-
line database that provides integrated information about
miRNAs levels in biofluids in the context of diseases (34).
mESAdb is a comprehensive multi-taxa miRNA expres-
sion and sequence analysis database (35). miRmine is a
database of human miRNA expression profiles, storing over
300 small RNA sequencing profiles (36). Among the most
comprehensive tools, SEAweb represents a compelling and
intuitive small RNA expression atlas web application (37).
Moreover, databases such as MirGeneDB start to include
more and more expression data, becoming universal tools
for small RNA researchers (38). Another very broad re-
source is the RNA atlas, recently published by Mestdagh
et al. (39). This atlas stands out by the comprehensive-
ness, covering small and polyA RNA as well as total RNA
from 300 human tissues and different cell lines. The study
highlights thousands of previously uncharacterized RNAs,
Thereby, an increase of the total number of ncRNAs by ap-
proximately 8% is postulated. While the above list is not ex-
haustive, it demonstrates the importance of respective re-
sources for the field. The key difference to the miRNATis-
sueAtlas2 is our focus on multiple organs from the same
donor. We, however, acknowledge that the aforementioned
databases excel in other features and are valuable alternative
or complementary sources. As reference to the work of oth-
ers in the field and to support researchers in finding the very
best solution for their respective research task we provide a
‘links section’ on the landing page of the miRNATissueAt-
las2, pointing to selected important alternatives resources.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Database implementation

The miRNATissueAtlas2 frontend (webpage) was imple-
mented and deployed via docker, with the Django Web
Framework (v2.2) and a PostgreSQL database backend
(v11.1). The frontend was built with Webpack (v4.25.1),
React JS (v16.13.1), Redux (v4.0.4), Dev Extreme React
Grid (v2.6.0), Highcharts (v8.1.0) and material-ui (v6.9.0).
The web server utilizes an interactive human anatogram de-
veloped by the Gene Expression Team, EMBL-European
Bioinformatics Institute (v2.4.0) to enable users to ex-
plore various tissues (2). The main visualization panels of
the expression features have been realized as Box-Whisker
plots. The visualization of dynamic dendrograms has been
achieved with Clustergrammer, a web-based heatmap visu-
alization and analysis tool for high-dimensional biological
data (40).

Data analysis

All data included in the miRNATissueAtlas2 were gener-
ated using a stand-alone version of our web-based tool
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miRMaster (41,42). The most recent online version sup-
ports the same features as the stand-alone version, most im-
portantly the multi-species support (43). We carried out all
analyses using the standard parameter settings as in the on-
line version, allowing one mismatch in the quantification of
ncRNAs. The following ncRNA databases are included in
our analysis: miRBase version 22.1 (16), Ensembl ncRNA
version 100 (44), RNACentral version 15 (45), GtRNAdb
version 18.1 (17) and NONCODE version 5 (46). We car-
ried out use cases demonstrating the power of the miR-
NATissueAtlas2. The downstream processing for the use
cases was done using R version 4.0.3 with the packages gg-
plot2, RColorBrewer, umap, infotheo, viridis, hrbrthemes,
biobase, ggridges, forcats, gghalves, ggbeswarm and map-
plots. As statistical test, non-parametric Wilcoxon Mann–
Whitney test has been performed. If not mentioned explic-
itly, the P-values were computed in an unpaired and two-
tailed manner. To make results comparable between dif-
ferent RNA classes or different organs, z-scores have been
computed accordingly. Thereby, data rows were scaled to
mean zero and unit variance. z-scores were tail-cut at -2
and 2, which means that all z-scores below -2 and above
2 were set to -2 and 2, respectively. In some cases, dots or
bubbles are used to represent the z-scores with the diam-
eter linearly increasing with the z-score. In this case, the
values were shifted to non-negative ranges. If mentioned
in the manuscript, rows or columns have been re-ordered
by hierarchical clustering. In this case, standard complete
linkage hierarchical clustering using the Euclidean distance
was performed. For statistical evaluations only those or-
gans and organ systems with at least four replicates were
considered to limit artificial results. The core measurement
for our miRNATissueAtlas is the Tissue Specificity Index
(TSI), which is calculated for each single sncRNA either for
organs or for organ systems. The TSI for a sncRNA j is com-
puted as follows:

tsij =
∑N

i=1

(
1 − x̄j,i

)/
N − 1

Here, N corresponds to the total number of organs or
respectively organ systems included in the calculation. The
expression intensity of organ or organ system i normalized
by the maximal expression of any organ or organ system
for this sncRNA j is represented by x̄j,i. In case of replicated
measurements, the expression of the sncRNA across organs
can be estimated by the mean or median across all replicates.

Human sample collection, RNA extraction and sequencing

In this study, the Human miRNATissueAtlas has been up-
dated by inclusion of 188 different tissue samples originat-
ing from two female and four male body donors, avail-
able from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE163534).
All bodies were obtained as donations for research and
teaching purposes. The local institutional reviewer board
(Ethikkommission der Ärztekammer des Saarlandes - Nr
329/20) approved the study. All individuals died from nat-
ural causes (cardiac arrest in five of six cases). Concomi-
tant diseases, so far as is known, are listed in Supplemen-
tary Table S1 and include cancer in three cases, and sep-
sis, pulmonary embolism, dementia and heart failure each

in one case. Upon arrival at the Department of Anatomy,
between 8- and 48-h post-mortem, tissue samples were col-
lected. To increase the resolution for selected organs such
as the brain or intestine, further dissection of these or-
gans into several subareas was performed. After collec-
tion, samples were immediately stored in RNALater (Ther-
moFisher) or frozen at -80◦C to prevent further degrada-
tion. Total RNA including small RNAs was isolated using
the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the man-
ufacturer’s recommendations. In brief, tissues were lysed
and homogenized in 700 �l QIAzol Lysis Reagent using 5
mm stainless steel beads and the TissueLyser LT (Qiagen)
for 5 min at 50 Hz. After 5 min incubation, samples were
mixed with 140 �l chloroform and phase separation was
performed at 12 000 × g and 4◦C for 15 min. The RNA in
the aqueous phase was precipitated by adding 1.5 volumes
of 100% ethanol and purified using the RNeasy columns
provided with the kit, either manually or semi-automated
using the Qiacube instrument with the respective protocols
provided for the miRNeasy Mini kit. For quality control,
the RNA concentration and purity were measured using the
NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific), and the RNA integrity was determined using the
Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent Technologies). The
RNA integrity values (RIN) were in an expected range for
autopsy samples (RIN: 1 - 8.5). Mouse sample collection
has been performed as described in the Tabula Muris Senis
original manuscripts (32,47). The RNA extraction has been
performed analogous to the human RNA extraction. Hu-
man samples were single-end sequenced on the BGISEQ-
500RS using the High-throughput Sequencing Set (SE50)
(Small RNA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The mouse samples have been processed with an advanced
pipeline using the higher-throughput SP-960 sample prep
system and MGISEQ-400 sequencing system. A detailed
description and comparison of both approaches for differ-
ent RNA sequencing protocols (48,49) yielded slight advan-
tages for the latter sequencing approach in small RNA se-
quencing without affecting the general expression patterns.

Data availability

All data included in the miRNATissueAtlas2 are freely ac-
cessible from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE163534).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Extended organ and non-coding RNA scope of the miR-
NATissueAtlas2

For the update of the miRNATissueAtlas, we aimed to
cover the major organ systems (Figure 1A). In total, the
online repository contains 188 biological samples from six
individuals (two females and four males). The organ repre-
sented by the largest number of samples is the brain with
39 biopsies (Figure 1B). These 39 samples comprise 17 dis-
tinct brain regions (Figure 1C). Our analyses rely on data
of all organs with at least four different biological repli-
cates to achieve a higher statistical reliability. We excluded
22 samples of 14 different organs that were represented by
<4 replicates per organ. We also aimed to increase the num-
ber of RNA classes in the present update. The database
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Figure 1. Broad coverage of different organs and ncRNAs in the miRNATissueAtlas2. (A) In the study, we measured organs from nine organ systems
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section. Subfigure was prepared using Motifolio Biology Illustration Toolkit (motifolio.com). (D) Number of representatives from the nine ncRNA classes
included in the study. (E) Decrease of expressed representatives (on a percent scale) as a function of an increasing expression threshold (normalized read
count). (F) Qualitative consideration of the number of expressed features per ncRNA class and organ. The bubble size scales linear with the number of
expressed representatives (as z-scores), and the gray area scales linear with the standard deviation of the number of expressed representatives. Rows and
columns are re-ordered with respect to a standard hierarchical clustering.
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covers 87 252 annotated features (51 Small Cajal body-
specific RNA (scaRNAs), 76 ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs),
432 transfer RNA fragments (tRNAs), 1020 small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs), 2064 small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs),
2417 miscRNAs, 2656 microRNAs (miRNAs), 28 733 piwi-
interacting RNAs (piRNAs) and 49 803 Long interven-
ing noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) (Figure 1D). Although
the last RNA class does not belong to the small non-
coding RNAs, a quantification of the lincRNAs was fea-
sible using the deep sequencing data. By including various
RNA classes, the title ‘miRNATissueAtlas2’ might seem
not be appropriate. However, we decided to keep the orig-
inal brand since the broadest functionality (e.g. isoform
analysis or miRNA family analysis) still is available for
miRNAs and for historic reasons. From the data included
in the web interface, users can access the expression and tis-
sue specificity of all RNA classes contained in our resource.
Notably, for different expression thresholds the number of
expressed features varies significantly (Figure 1E) and the
ncRNAs split in three classes including (i) those that de-
crease slowly with increasing thresholds, i.e. tRNA, rRNA
and miscRNA, which are highly expressed (80% of features
exceeding 2 reads per million mapped reads (RPM)), (ii)
those with a moderate loss, i.e. snoRNA, scaRNA, snRNA,
lincRNA and miRNA, which are moderately expressed (40–
60% of features exceeding 2RPM) and (iii) rather specifi-
cally expressed piRNAs that rapidly decrease to below 5%
of the expressed features. The observation of specific expres-
sion in few samples, namely testis, is in line with their impor-
tant role in spermatogenesis (50). These and other overview
statistics such the average expression of the different RNA
species (Figure 1F) can be accessed from the main page of
the resource. The similarities and differences of ncRNAs be-
tween the organs in general call for a detailed inspection
of sncRNA patterns across organs. We thus implemented
a new web interface that reflects the new complexity intro-
duced by other RNA classes.

miRNATissueAtlas2 web interface and functionality

The web interface has six main components that represent
the core functionality of miRNATissueAtlas2. These can be
selected from the left side of the landing page and contain
three views designed mostly for single sncRNAs and three
more advanced options for the analysis of sncRNA sets. The
first three views include (i) the specificity view, (ii) the pat-
terns view and (iii) the tissue view. From these three views,
the users can directly reach the final detailed graphical re-
sults for single sncRNAs (Figure 2). The three advanced
views include (iv) a network analysis, (v) generation of cus-
tom heatmaps and (vi) a downstream in-silico enrichment
analysis (Figure 2).

In the first representation, all features are contained and
sorted with respect to their tissue specificity index (TSI).
The TSI is an estimate of the tissue specificity, which we al-
ready successfully employed in our first tissue atlas (21). The
TSI gives each specific ncRNA molecule a numeric value
on a scale from 0 to 1, with 1 meaning that expression of
the molecule was detected only in one specific tissue, and
0 meaning expression of the molecule was detected in all
tissues. Users can select their RNA class of interest and

specify a minimal and maximal TSI threshold, depending
on whether they are interested in a broadly expressed or a
very specific RNA. Further they can select the least num-
ber of samples, where the RNA must be expressed in. For
the miRNAs, users can also decide whether the microarray
or the NGS data set is used. The results table on the bot-
tom is dynamically adjusted as the user changes the input.
By selecting an RNA from the table, a detailed representa-
tion with expression values across organs is displayed. The
data can be displayed in log transformation and in a col-
lapsed and expanded view. On mouseover detailed values
are shown to the user. The results table can be downloaded
for further downstream processing as we demonstrate in the
use cases below. For miRNAs, the isoform view is imple-
mented as an additional feature. For all existing isoforms,
the expression can likewise be inspected by selecting the re-
spective isoform. Additionally, correlated miRNAs can be
identified using the ‘compare related’ functionality, and the
correlation can be displayed as scatter plot. For all RNAs,
links to external resources and other information are pro-
vided on the top of the page.

The second view is the pattern view. Here, users can select
a single RNA or, if groupings are available, also larger enti-
ties of RNAs. In the case of miRNAs, for example, complete
miRNA families or the two mature miRNAs of one precur-
sor can be viewed. Besides, the same functionality as for the
specificity view is available.

The third view is the tissue view. Here, users can select ei-
ther an organ system or an organ/tissue to see which RNAs
are expressed in this tissue. The results table contains all bi-
ological replicates, this means if a certain RNA is expressed
in one organ in all six bodies, six values are displayed. Thus,
by filtering for an RNA of interest, the user immediately
gets information on the range of expression and in how
many samples the RNA is expressed. Of course, the table
can be sorted as all other tables and filters can be specified
by users, e.g. only RNAs with an expression over 1000 reads
can be displayed. This results table is available for immedi-
ate download as in the other views. By selecting a specific
RNA in the table users are directed to the RNA specific view
where TSI values are provided and the same representation
as in the first view is available.

While the first three views are designed mostly for sin-
gle sncRNAs, in the advanced analysis section, users can
compare and display sets of sncRNAs and carry out down-
stream analyses. The core is the fourth view, a network anal-
ysis, where users can provide multiple non-coding RNAs
and select multiple organs. The network of these RNAs in
the context of the selected tissues is then generated. More
precisely, users can select an ‘union’ or ‘intersection’ con-
junction. In the first case the subnetwork consists of only
RNAs expressed in all selected organs, while in the intersec-
tion mode, all RNAs expressed in at least one of the selected
organs are used for network generation. However, in the lat-
ter case, as the network can become quite large, we addition-
ally implemented an expression filtering, where the user can
increase the minimal accepted expression value and only
display the connections of all RNAs with expression values
exceeding the chosen threshold. Another function to visu-
alize results of multiple sncRNAs is the custom heatmap
functionality in the fifth view. Like the network analysis
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(1) Specificity view (2) Pa�erns (3) Tissues view

Results

(4) Network View (5) Custom Heatmap view (6) Enirchment view

Compare Related

Figure 2. The web interface and typical results. The upper part of the figure presents the three analyses that are mostly designed for the straightforward
analysis of single or few sncRNAs. (1) the ‘specificity view’ where users can filter and select the RNAs of interest, the (2) patterns view and (3) organs view.
By clicking on a certain RNA in any of these views, the user is directed to the detailed results page in the middle. From there, the find related functionality
allows to identify related miRNAs in Homo Sapiens. On the bottom, the advanced analysis options are shown, including (4) the network view, the (5)
custom heat map view and (6) the functional enrichment view.
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functionality, users can provide a set of small non-coding
RNAs and organs for which a clustering is performed with
the results displayed as heat maps in an interactive manner.
Rows and columns can be sorted according to different cri-
teria and automated clustering is performed. Finally, in case
of miRNAs as target molecules, a miEAA enrichment via
our existing API can be initiated from either the network or
cluster analysis or by manual selection of miRNAs, allow-
ing for even further downstream analyses.

Batch download of data

One widely used functionality in the first version of the Hu-
man miRNATissueAtlas was the batch download of data
for further processing. We thus extended the download sec-
tion. While all raw data are accessible from the gene expres-
sion omnibus, we provide expression matrices for all RNAs
included in the study. These data are identical to those dis-
played in the web interface. In addition, we provide isoform
expression matrices for direct download for the two organ-
ism’s human and mouse. Finally, the Tissue Specificity In-
dices for all RNAs as well as mapping files to unique name
identifiers are provided.

Use case 1: ncRNAs from different classes are specific for or-
gans and organ systems

In the previous sections we have introduced the web in-
terface and functionality of miRNATissueAtlas2, demon-
strated how analyses on single RNAs can be performed on-
line and described how to access the data for further pro-
cessing. As a first use case we used the miRNATissueAtlas2
data to make conclusions of specificity of RNAs for organs
and organ systems. We first observed that organ systems
exhibit specificity depending on the RNA class, with piR-
NAs, miRNAs, snRNAs and snoRNAs showing the high-
est specificity (Figure 3A). Our data thus suggest that while
respective regulatory ncRNAs are tissue specific, ribosomal
and transfer RNAs reveal a significantly lower organ sys-
tem specificity (P < 10–10). Of all classes, miRNAs show the
broadest spectrum of TSI values. Some miRNAs show the
overall highest specificity, exceeding piRNAs and lincRNAs
but others are more ubiquitously expressed as compared to
the tRNAs and rRNAs. Mapping the data to the respective
organ systems we identified the nervous and lymphatic sys-
tems having highest TSI values and thus largest specificity,
while the digestive system, urinary tract, and cardiovascular
system are limited with respect to ncRNA specificity (Fig-
ure 3B). In the ontology of specificities, we next assessed the
specificity for the organs using the different ncRNA classes
(Figure 3C). piRNAs peak at a high TSI range, due to the
high expression of many piRNAs in the testis, inflating the
signals and implying a specificity for the endocrine system.
Repeatedly, miRNAs show a more even distribution con-
taining low, medium and highly specific candidates. In con-
trast to organ systems, tRNAs are more specific for organs,
but like the organ systems rRNAs have lowest specificity.
The projection on to the organs highlights the testis as the
organ with highest specificity (Figure 3D). This is due to the
inflation induced by many piRNAs highly expressed only in
testis. Importantly, the following organs contain the stom-
ach and bowel from the digestive system. While the digestive

system itself was not specific, the individual organs within
the digestive systems are. In contrast, the nerves and brain
from the nervous system lose in specificity in mapping ncR-
NAs to the organs. The results for the digestive system and
the nervous system in the light of the organ specificity call
for a direct comparison of tissue and organs system speci-
ficity for all ncRNAs (Figure 3E). We observe the expected
correlation of specificity for organs and organ systems with
a shift to the organs. At the same time, we identify a sub-
stantial fraction of tissue specific ncRNAs that are not spe-
cific for the organ systems at all. This finally lead us to
the detailed consideration, in which organ which ncRNAs
present the highest specificity after scaling the data organ-
wise to z-scores (Figure 3F). Basically, all organs have the
highest specificity for either miRNAs (e.g. brain, bladder,
lung, heart and adipocyte) or lincRNAs (stomach, bowel,
skin, spleen and kidney). Other enrichments are the testis,
esophagus, and pleurae for piRNAs and the thyroid gland
for snoRNAs. The aforementioned observation that sncR-
NAs can be more specific for organs than organ systems
seems to be rather counterintuitive because if a sncRNA
is expressed only in one organ it should also be expressed
only in one organ system. The reason for this observation
lies in the number of replicates in the organ or organ system,
the sncRNA is expressed in. As described in the methods
section, the expression of a sncRNA in an organ or organ
system is estimated by the average expression (mean or me-
dian) across replicates. If a sncRNA is expressed only in one
organ the average expression of the sncRNA in the organ
is high. If the organ system covers many other organs, the
average sncRNA in the organ system can become low. As
an example, we show the sorted normalized expression of
miR-216b-5p in the organs (Figure 3G) and organ systems
(Figure 3H). In the first case we find a large difference be-
tween the first and second organ making the miRNA rather
specific for the pancreas. In contrast, the expression in the
endocrine and other organ systems is comparable to each
other leading to a low organ system specificity. In this case
we used the median expression because the effect becomes
more visible here, but the same effect persists with the mean
expression. The TSI values for organs and organ systems
are provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Use case 2: Tissue specificity of sncRNAs is conserved be-
tween human and mouse

We also added mouse data to the miRNATissueAtlas2 that
are available for download. In detail, we compared brain,
bowel, bone, muscle, heart and adipocyte tissue between hu-
man (83 of the original samples) and mouse (58 samples
from Tabula Muris) (Figure 4A). In general, the tissue speci-
ficity between the different ncRNA classes was similar with
highest specificity for miRNAs and snoRNAs (Figure 4B).
Whereas in humans the largest peak is present for tRNAs
at an intermediate tissue specificity, in mouse the piRNAs
show an even higher peak at intermediate specificity values.
Due to the high degree of conservation for miRNAs (51), we
carried out an in-depth comparison. For each miRNA with
the identically annotated sequence in human and mouse we
computed the tissue specificity and the organ that miRNA
is specific for. Next, we iteratively computed the degree of
match for increasing values of tissue specificity (Figure 4C).
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Figure 3. Use Case 1: Specificity of ncRNA for organs and organ systems. (A) Ridgeline plots representing the distribution of the organ system specificity
for the different ncRNA classes. Tissue specificity (TSI) is calculated between 0 and 1 where 0 represents ncRNAs that are not specific at all and 1 represents
perfectly specific sncRNAs. The ncRNA classes are sorted with respect to decreasing average TSI with the most specific class (piRNAs) on top. (B) TSI
values for the different organ systems, again sorted with respect to decreasing average TSI and the nervous system as most specific organ system on top.
(C) Tissue specificity for the different ncRNA classes but computed on the organ level. While most ncRNA classes form a normal distribution, miRNAs
and rRNAs are characterized by an increase towards higher tissue specificity values. The peak for piRNAs is induced by high expression of many piRNAs
in testis. (D) Tissue specificity on the organ level. The overall highest specificity is found in testis, again induced by the high expression of piRNAs in this
organ. (E) Scatter plot of the specificity on the organ level as compared to the organ system level. The green line represents the angel bisector (i.e. ncRNAs
with equal specificity on the organ and organ system level). The orange line represents a smoothing spline with four degrees of freedom. The color of the
points represents the difference between organ and organ system specificity. The dark orange dots on top are those ncRNAs with high organ but partially
very low organ system specificity. Gray dots in the lower left part are those ncRNAs that reveal a very limited organ and organ system specificity. (F) For
each organ and each ncRNA class, the number of specific representatives is shown as bubble using a TSI cutoff of 0.9. The bubble size scales linear with
the number of representatives after transforming the numbers per organ to a z-scale (cut at -2 and 2 respectively). (G) For miR-216b-5p, the normalized
expression intensity across organs is displayed. From these values, the TSI is computed according to the formula in the Materials and Methods section. In
this case, the formula leads to a TSI close to 1. (H) For the same miRNA the normalized expression across organ systems is displayed. Because of an on
average low expression in many organ systems the miRNA is not considered as specific for an organ system.
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For the lowest possible value of zero, around 60% miR-
NAs match, i.e. the organ with the highest expression for
the miRNA is the same. With increasing tissue specificity
this value climbs to 100%, meaning that for the very specific
miRNAs the human and mouse results match perfectly. At
the threshold of 0.8, the brain has by far the largest number
of specific miRNAs matching between mouse and human
(Figure 4D).

Limitations of the miRNA TissueAtlats2 and future direc-
tions

Our resource shows a few limitations, which we will dis-
cuss in the following and that might be important for our
users. First, although all individuals included died from a
natural cause of death, however, concomitant diseases oc-

curred. This might affect the expression of ncRNAs in dif-
ferent organs but is unlikely to affect the conclusions in gen-
eral. To account for this, we only included organs in the case
studies where we have at least four replicates (166 samples
are included), minimizing the importance of outliers. Nev-
ertheless, the online resource contains the full set of organs.
Moreover, the expression levels might be affected but not
the organ specificities. A further challenge is the observed
enrichment for different ncRNA classes by the experimental
approach. Even though we aimed to measure small RNAs,
we also discuss the occurrence of lincRNAs in the data.
These and other longer RNAs might be the direct result of
the cell degradome, known mostly for proteins (52,53) but
which has been shown to be also existent for RNAs (54,55).
Thus, the abundance of the different RNA classes has not
necessarily to match the physiological distribution. To re-
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flect this issue, we focus on the comparison of the expres-
sion patterns between the organs and scale the results per
RNA class. A further challenge is the correct assignment of
biopsies to organs and the grouping in the context of this
study. For example, the bones also contain bone marrow,
a substance that is a reservoir of stem cells with vastly dif-
ferent gene expression programs. Also, adipocytes are mea-
sured from marrow adipose tissue (MAT) and other fat tis-
sues. Only for the brain––one of the organs with the most
distinguished sub-structures––sufficient samples from dif-
ferent regions were taken to present a high-resolution anal-
ysis of the respective sub regions. Moreover, the RNA qual-
ity can affect the results of small RNA sequencing studies
(56), but a heterogenous quality of RNA samples can hardly
be avoided in projects making use of post-mortem whole
body samples. Moreover, the tissue specificity is still not an
absolute measure, e.g. if another organ is added that had
been excluded so far, the tissue specificity values for previ-
ous organs could possibly change. Here, the large number
of different organs is a certain advantage of our study. Re-
lated to this discussion, the organ- and organ system speci-
ficity can also be affected by other features, for example how
the average expression of a sncRNA across organs or organ
systems is computed. To test the influence of the number
of included samples, we performed a sub-sampling analy-
sis. We selected 50% of samples randomly and repeated the
random selection 100 times. For both, the organ systems
and the organs we computed on average moderate coeffi-
cient of variation levels. The coefficient of variation for the
100 sub-sampled organ system specificities was 0.16, for the
organs 0.09 (Supplemental Figure S2 a,b). The question in
how many cases the same organ or organ system has been
selected as most specific in the 100 repeated runs is of sim-
ilar interest (Supplemental Figure S2 c,d). On average, this
was the case in 68% for the organ systems and still in 41% for
the organs. Considering the large number of organs to select
from and the fact that this analysis includes not only highly
specific sncRNAs where the selection was consistently close
to 100% of cases, the sub-sampling and stability analyses
indicate that the number of samples included in the study
indeed facilitates a rather stable and reproducible overall
tissue specificity analysis.

One final limitation lies in the use of tissue sections from
the organs which can contain a broad range of different cell
types depending on the heterogeneity of the organ. Count-
less studies already demonstrated differential gene expres-
sion signatures for different cell types within a single tissue
using single cell RNA seq. In the same direction, we expect
a similar diversity for sncRNA profiles of different cell types
within an organ on single cell level. However, compared to
the plethora of single cell gene expression studies, analysis
of sncRNAs on single cell level is technologically challeng-
ing and still in its infancies (57). Nevertheless, a single cell
sncRNA atlas would be the logical extension of our current
work.
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